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symbol periods. The most commonly used burst is the Normal Burst (NB). The fields of the NB are:
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Guard period 
8.25-symbols at the start of the burst

Midamble 
26-bits for equalizer training at the center of the burst

"Stealing bits" 
each side of the midamble, used to distinguish control and traffic payloads

Payload 
two 57-bit fields, symmetric about the burst

Tail bits 
3-bit field, at each end of the burst

There are several other burst formats, though. Bursts that require higher processing gain for signal acquisition

have longer midambles. The random access burst (RACH) has an extended guard period to allow it to be

transmitted with incomplete timing acquisition. Burst formats are described in GSM 05.02 Section 5.2.

Multiplexing and timing

Each physical channel is time-multiplexed into multiple logical channels according to the rules of GSM 05.02.

Traffic channel multiplexing follows a 26-frame (0.12 second) cycle called a "multiframe". Control channels

follow a 51-frame multiframe cycle. The C0T0 physical channel carries the SCH, which encodes the timing

state of the BTS to facilitate synchronization to the TDMA pattern.

GSM timing is driven by the serving BTS through the SCH and FCCH. All clocks in the handset, including the

symbol clock and local oscillator, are slaved to signals received from the BTS, as described in GSM 05.10.

BTSs in the GSM network can be asynchronous and all timing requirements in the GSM standard can be

derived from a stratum-3 OCXO.

Coding

The coding sublayer provides forward error correction. As a general rule, each GSM channel uses a block

parity code (usually a Fire code), a rate-1/2, 4th-order convolutional code and a 4-burst or 8-burst interleaver.

Notable exceptions are the synchronization channel (SCH) and random access channel (RACH) that use

single-burst transmissions and thus have no interleavers. For speech channels, vocoder bits are sorted into

importance classes with different degrees of encoding protection applied to each class (GSM 05.03).

Both 260-bit vocoder frames and 184-bit L2 control frames are coded into 456 bit L1 frames. On channels

with 4-burst interleaving (BCCH, CCCH, SDCCH, SACCH), these 456 bits are interleaved in to 4 radio bursts

with 114 payload bits per burst. On channels with 8-burst interleaving (TCH, FACCH), these 456 bits are

interleaved over 8 radio bursts so that each radio burst carries 57 bits from the current L1 frame and 57 bits

from the previous L1 frame. Interleaving algorithms for the most common traffic and control channels are
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